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Abstract 
Weber, A., Finite-valued distance automata, Theoretical Computer Science 134 (1994) 225-251. 
Distance automata are a model of finite-state machines which charge to an input word the expense 
of the cheapest successful computation consuming that word, called its distance. The distance of 
such a machine is the maximal distance of an input word recognized by it or is infinite, depending on 
whether or not a maximum exists. The valuedness of a distance automaton is introduced by 
considering this machine to be a transducer with unary output alphabet. 
The distance of a finite-valued distance automaton with n states is either infinite or at most 
6”.(2n)“‘- 1. In the former case its growth is linear in the input length. The problem of deciding 
whether a given finite-valued (2-valued, respectively) distance automaton has infinite distance is 
PSPACE-complete. It is decidable in deterministic double exponential time whether two given 
finite-valued distance automata are equivalent, i.e., every input word has the same distance in both 
machines. There is an inherently infinite-valued distance automaton and, for each k, an inherently 
k-valued distance automaton such that the growth of the distance in all these machines is linear in 
the input length. It is decidable in deterministic polynomial time whether a 2-valued distance 
automaton given as the disjoint union of two single-valued distance automata is inherently 2-valued. 
0. Introduction 
Distance automata are a model of finite-state machines which charge to an input 
word the expense of the cheapest successful computation consuming that word. More 
precisely, a distance automaton M is a classical (nondeterministic finite) automaton 
which is equipped with a nonnegative cost function on its transitions. As usual, the 
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values of this cost function are required to be 0 or 1. The expenses of M are charged by 
its distance function. The distance of an input word x is the sum of costs along 
a cheapest accepting path (or successful computation) consuming x or is infinite, 
depending on whether or not x is recognized by M. The distance of M is the maximal 
distance of an input word recognized by this machine or is infinite, depending on 
whether or not a maximum exists. Two distance automata are equivalent if every 
input word has the same distance in both machines, i.e., the distance functions realized 
by them coincide. 
Distance automata or, equivalently, finitely generated monoids of matrices with 
entries in the tropical semiring have been up to now studied as an object interesting in 
its own right, in the form of special cases as the order of a regular language or the 
amount of nondeterminism of an automaton, and as a basic tool in connection with 
the representation problem and the star height problem for regular languages. More 
general models of automata with cost functions can be found in [l 11. For a general 
background and further motivation the reader is referred to the survey article [20]. 
The following fundamental results on distance automata were shown by 
Hashiguchi, Leung, and Simon. The distance of a distance automaton with n states is 
either infinite or at most 223”+4 [8,9,21]. By this upper bound [S] or by other 
methods [14-16,213, it is decidable whether a given distance automaton has finite 
distance. 
Starting from these fundamental results, the following more detailed questions were 
studied for various classes C of distance automata. 
l What is the maximal finite distance of a distance automaton in C with n states? 
Determine an upper bound for this quantity and find examples of distance auto- 
mata having large finite distance, in terms of n. 
l What is the complexity of the problem to decide whether a given distance automa- 
ton in C has finite distance? 
l How is the growth of the distance (of input words) in a distance automaton in 
C with infinite distance (in terms of the length of these words)? 
l Is it decidable whether two given distance automata in C are equivalent? 
The results obtained so far on the above questions are summarized in Lines 1-8 of 
Table 1. They are due to Gohon, Goldstine, Hashiguchi, Krob, Leung, Simon, 
Wotschke, and the present author [4,5,8,9, 12-261. The different classes C of dis- 
tance automata refer to the following types of a distance automaton M. 
(1) M has only one input symbol. 
(2) M is unambiguous, i.e., each input word is consumed by at most one accepting 
path. 
(3) M is finitely ambiguous, i.e., there is a k such that each input word is consumed 
by at most k different accepting paths. 
(4) M is an automaton and its “distance” is considered to be the order of the 
language it recognizes (see, e.g., [19]). 
(5) M is an automaton and its “distance” is considered to be its amount of 
nondeterminism (see, e.g., [ 161). 
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Table 1 
Results about distance 
Type of 
Line distance 
no. automaton 
Finite distance (l-3, &9)/order (4)/ 
amount of nondeterminism (5) 
Upper Decision 
bound Examples problem 
Infinite 
distance, etc 
Equivalence 
Growth problem 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 Finite distance 
8 Arbitrary 
9 
Unary input 
Unambiguous 
[single-valued] 
Finitely 
ambiguous 
Automaton 
(order) 
Automaton 
(am. of nondet.) 
O-deterministic 
Finite-valued 
[2-valued] 
n2--4n+4 
n-l 
3”- I 
32”‘+2n_1 
2”-2 
24n3+*n2+5n 
6”.(2n)“- I p+w4_2 
n2-4n+4 
n-l 
p+w_2 
2”-2 
7-2 
2”-2 
? 
PTIME 
PSPACE- 
complete 
PSPACE- 
complete 
PSPACE- 
complete 
PSPACE- 
complete 
DEXPTIME 
PSPACE- 
hard 
PSPACE- 
complete 
? 
Linear 
Linear 
May be 
sublinear 
May be 
sublinear 
May be 
sublinear 
Linear Decidable 
Decidable 
Decidable 
(see Line 9) 
Decidable 
(see Line 9) 
Undecidable 
Decidable 
Undecidable 
(6) M is O-deterministic, i.e., it is deterministic when restricted to those transitions 
having costs 0. 
(7) M has finite distance. 
(8) M is arbitrary. 
Note that, apart from the last column, Lines 228 of Table 1 are discussed in 
[18,24,26]. The first two entries of Line 1 are proved in [4], for the last entry we refer 
to [12]. The last entry of Line 8 is established in [12]. The last entry of Line 6 follows 
from Line 8 and the fact that every distance automaton can be effectively transformed 
into an equivalent O-deterministic one [S, 91. The last entry of Line 7 results from the 
first one as mentioned in Section 3. 
In this article we introduce the valuedness of a distance automaton by considering 
this machine to be a transducer with unary output alphabet. More precisely, a dis- 
tance automaton M is said to be k-valued (single valued) if the number of all diferent 
sums of costs along the accepting paths consuming any given input word of M is at 
most k (at most 1, respectively), and it is called finite valued if such a k exists. Note that 
it is decidable in deterministic polynomial time whether a given distance automaton is 
finite valued [23] or k-valued for any fixed k [7]. 
We show the following results on finite-valued distance automata (see Sections 2 
and 3). 
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(1) The distance of a finite-valued distance automaton with n states is either 
infinite or at most 6”. (2n)“’ - 1. In the former case its growth is linear in the input 
length. 
(2) The problems of deciding whether a given finite-valued or a given 2-valued 
distance automaton has infinite distance are both PSPACE-complete. 
(3) It is decidable in deterministic double exponential time whether two given 
finite-valued distance automata are equivalent. 
In general, the upper bound of Result 1 is in the optimal range even for 2-valued 
distance automata (!) since Leung recently constructed such distance automata having 
n states and distance 2(“+3)14-2 [lS]. This and our Results l-3 give rise to Line 9 of 
Table 1. Since every finitely ambiguous distance automaton is finite valued, we 
automatically get decidability in the last entry of Lines 2 and 3. We further observe in 
Section 2 that Line 2 of Table 1 is also valid for the class of single-valued distance 
automata. It is open whether the complexity bound in Result 3 can be improved. 
Other classes of distance automata for which the equivalence problem is decidable can 
be found in [13]. 
In this article we also investigate the descriptive power of distance automata with 
respect to the distance functions realized by them and in connection with the 
valuedness of these machines (see Section 4). We present 
(4) an inherently infinite-valued distance automaton, i.e., an infinite-valued dis- 
tance automaton not equivalent to any finite-valued one, and, 
(5) for each k, an inherently k-valued distance automaton, i.e., a k-valued distance 
automaton not equivalent to any (k- 1)-valued one, 
such that the growth of the distance in all these machines is linear in the input length. 
We further show that 
(6) it is decidable in deterministic polynomial time whether a 2-valued distance 
automaton given as the disjoint union of two single-valued distance automata is 
inherently 2-valued. 
With regard to Result 3 we can now classify a given distance automaton M as 
follows. If the growth of the distance in M is linear, then it may happen that M is 
inherently infinite valued (see Result 4) or inherently k-valued for some k (see Result 5). 
If the distance of M is infinite but its growth is not linear - such distance automata 
exist [S, 221 - then M is inherently infinite valued by Result 1. Finally, if M has finite 
distance, then it can be easily transformed into an equivalent single-valued distance 
automaton. 
It is open whether the polynomial-time algorithm of Result 6 can be extended to 
2-valued (or k-valued) distance automata in arbitrary presentation. It is further 
unknown whether the following problem is decidable. Given any distance automaton, 
is it inherently infinite valued or inherently k-valued for some fixed k? 
Our proof of the upper bound in Result 1 is technically complicated and involves 
methods and ideas from [23,24]. The basic tool for our proofs of the second part of 
Result 1 and of Results 3-5 are decomposition theorems for finite-valued and k-valued 
transducers [25]. In particular, the former decomposition theorem is used in order to 
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reduce the second part of Result 1 to the case of finitely ambiguous distance automata 
[24] (see also [S, 171). In order to establish Result 3 we further apply an algorithm due 
to Gurari and Ibarra which decides whether the language recognized by a nondeter- 
ministic finite counter machine with at most one turn on each counter is empty [6]. 
Our proof of Result 6 is based on a characterization of inherent valuedness 2 by means 
of a structural criterion which can be decided in deterministic polynomial time. 
1. Preliminaries 
We use the following notations. N and [m] denote the sets { 1,2,3, . ..> and 
{1,2,..., m}, respectively. kJO denotes the set N u (0). For any integers i and j, [i,j] 
denotes the set {i, i+ 1, . . . ,j}. Let Z be some nonempty, finite set. Let XEC* and 
je[lxl], then x(JEC denotes the jth letter of x. Let y,, y,gC*. We say that y1 is 
a prefix of y, if ly, 1 <ly,J and, for alljE[ly, I], yl(j)=y2(j). Without further mention 
we assume that the model of computation for all our deterministic algorithms is the 
deterministic random access machine (RAM) without multiplications and divisions 
using the uniform cost criterion while it is the (not necessarily always halting) 
nondeterministic Turing machine for all the nondeterministic algorithms (see, e.g., 
PI). 
A finite distance automaton is a 5-tuple M = (Q, C, y, Q,, QF) where Q and Z denote 
nonempty, finite sets of states and input symbols (or letters), respectively, Q,, QFcQ 
denote sets of initial and final (or accepting) states, respectively, and y is a total 
function y : Q x C x Q-(0, 1, co}. C is called the input alphabet, y is called the cost 
function. Each element (p, a, q) of r-‘((0, l}) d enotes a transition having costs 
y(p, a, q). In general, M will be nondeterministic. Since we only deal with distance 
automata of the above type, the adjective “finite” is omitted from now on. If every 
transition has costs 0, then M is a$nite automaton, where we again omit the adjective 
“finite.” The latter definition is, of course, isomorphic to the usual one of a nondeter- 
ministic finite automaton. 
The mode of operation of M is described by paths. A path TC (of length m) is a word 
(41,x,)...(q,,x,)q,+,~(Q~C)~.Q such that (q~,~~,q2),...,(q~,x~,q~+~) are 
transitions. rt is said to lead from ql to qm+ 1 and to consume x1 . . . x,EZ*. rc is a cycle 
if ql and qm + 1 coincide; it is called accepting if ql is an initial and q,,,+ 1 is a final state. 
y(rc):=Cy= 1 y(qiy Xi, qi+ 1) denotes the costs of rc. By definition, y(n) is at most m. If M is 
an automaton, then y(rc) is 0. For each (p, x, q)EQ x C* x Q, dM(p, x, q) is defined as 
the minimal costs of a path in M consuming x and leading from p to q or is infinite, 
depending on whether or not such a path exists. In particular, d,(p, E, q) is 0 if p=q 
and infinite if p#q and, for all aeC, dM(p, a, q)= y(p, a, q). The transition relation of 
M, denoted by 6,, is the set of all (p, x, q)EQ x C* x Q such that dM(p, x, q) is finite. 
Let rcl = z>q, and 7r2 =n;q, be paths in M leading from pl to q1 and from pz to q2, 
respectively. If ql and p2 coincide, then we define the path rcl 0 rc2 := rr> &q2. Note that 
the operation 0 on paths is associative. 
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The language recognized by M, denoted by L(M), is the set of words consumed by 
the accepting paths in M. The distance function realized by M is the function 
dM:C*+NOu(co} where, for each XEC *, d,(x) is defined as the minimal costs of an 
accepting path in M consuming x or is infinite, depending on whether or not such 
a path exists, i.e., 
The number dM(x) denotes the distance of x in M. Note that d,(x) is finite if and only 
if x belongs to L(M). The distance of M (short form: d(M)) is the supremum of the set 
(0) u {d,(x) 1 XEL(M)}. The growth of the distance in M is described by the function 
gdM: fV,+f+J, where 
gd~(v):=max({O}u{d~(x)Ix~L(M), Ixldv)). 
Clearly, gd,(v)<v. We say that this growth is linear if gd,(v)=O(v), or existentially 
linear if gdlci(v)=fi2,(v), or sublinear if d(M) is infinite and gd,(v)=o(v). Let MO be 
another distance automaton with input alphabet C. We say that MO is locally cheaper 
than M if, for some XEC*, the distance of x in M,, is smaller than the distance of x in 
M. MO and M are called equivalent if the distance functions realized by them coincide, 
i.e., neither one of them is locally cheaper than the other. 
The valuedness of XEC* in M (short form: valM(x)) is the number of all different 
costs of the accepting paths in M consuming x. The valuedness of M (short form: 
val(M)) is the supremum of the set jval,(x)l XE:C*}. The degree of ambiguity of 
M (short form: da(M)) is the minimal k>O such that every XEC* is consumed by at 
most k different accepting paths in M or is infinite, depending on whether or not such 
a k exists. Clearly, val(M) < da(M). Let kE N. M is called infinite valued (jnite valued, 
k-valued, single valued) if its valuedness is infinite (finite, at most k, at most 1, 
respectively). M is calledfinitely ambiguous (k-ambiguous, unambiguous) if its degree of 
ambiguity is finite (at most k, at most 1, respectively). M is called inherently infinite 
valued (inherently (k + 1)-valued) if it is infinite valued ((k + 1)-valued) and not equiva- 
lent to any finite-valued (k-valued, respectively) distance automaton. 
A state or transition of M is called useful if it appears on some accepting path. If all 
states and transitions of M are useful, then M is called trim. The size of M, denoted by 
11 M 11, is defined as the sum of # Q, #C, and the number of all transitions of M. 
Let x=x1 . . . x,EC* (x1, . . . , x,EZ). The graph of accepting paths in M consuming 
x (short form: G,(x)) is the directed graph (V, E) where 
and 
E:={((P,j- 11, (q,j))E I+ l_ECml & (P, Xjr q)Eahfl. 
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Let us assume that x belongs to L(M) and that any edge ((p, j - l), (4, j)) of GM(x) has 
costs y(p, Xj, q). Then the minimal sum of costs along a path in GM(x) leading from 
Q, x (0) to QF x {m} coincides with the distance of x in M. The number of all these 
paths equals the degree of ambiguity of x in M. Each vertex of G,(x) is situated on 
such a path. 
Let kEN. Let Mt=(Qi, C, yi, QI,i, QF, i) (i= 1,. , k) be distance automata with 
pairwise disjoint state sets. The disjoint union of MI, . . , Mk, denoted by u f= 1 Mi, is 
the distance automaton &?:=(Q, C, y^, Qi, &) where 
Q:= 6 Qi, Qi:= 6 QI,i> OF:= fi QF, i, 
i=l i=l i=l 
and, for all (p, a, q)EQ x C x Q, 
9(P, 4 q):= 
Yi(P, a, 4) if, for SOme iECk1, P, YEQi, 
co otherwise. 
Obviously, L(G)= lJF= I L(Mi) and, for each XEC*, da(x)=min{dM,(x)/ iE[k]}. If 
MI, . , Mk are all single valued (unambiguous), then i’? is k-valued (k-ambiguous, 
respectively). 
Finite transducers, where we again omit the adjective “finite”, are employed in the 
proof of Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 below and of Lemma A.1 in the appendix. For 
notations and definitions on transducers we refer to [25]. We associate with a distance 
automaton M =(Q, C, ‘J, Q,, QF) the real-time transducer (or nondeterministic gener- 
alized sequential machine, abbreviated NGSM) @=(Q, C, {b}, 6, Q,, Qr) where b is 
a new output symbol and 8 is the set of all (p, a, by(p,a,q), q) such that (p, a, q) is 
a transition of M. Every transition of a, i.e., every element of 6 is of the form (p, a, E, q) 
or (p, a, b, q), where (p, a, q) is in Q x C x Q; the transitions (p, a, E, q) and (p, a, b, q) of 
ti exclude each other. Roughly speaking, an accepting path n in M consuming xeC* 
and having costs y(x) corresponds to an accepting path E in a consuming x and 
producing bYCn), and vice versa. Consequently, the transduction realized by Ii? is the set 
of all pairs (x, by’“‘) in C* x {b}* obtained in this way. A and M recognize the same 
language and have the same valuedness and degree of ambiguity. The size of G lies 
between 11 M 11 and 2. I( M I/. Given M, A? can be constructed in deterministic linear 
time, and vice versa. 
By means of the relation M-n? described above it is straightforward to derive the 
next two propositions from [25, Theorem 2.11 and [25, Theorem 3.1 and Fact 3.5(ii)], 
respectively. 
Proposition 1.1. Let M = (Q, C, y, Q,, QF) be a jnite-valued distance automaton. Then, 
there are 0(2P”‘Y”M ) many unambiguous distance automata MI, . . . , MN and unambigu- 
ous automata M< , . . , ML such that M is equivalent to the disjoint union of MI, . . . , MN 
and, for all iE[N], MI recognizes C*\L(Mi). All these new automata have size 
0(22’in”M ) and can be constructed in DTIME(22”““M”). 
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Proposition 1.2. Let kE N. Let M = (Q, C, y, Q,, QF) b e a k-valued distance automaton. 
Then, there are k unambiguous distance automata MI, . . . , Mk and unambiguous auto- 
mataM\,..., M; such that M is equivalent to the disjoint union of MI, . . . , Mk and, for 
all ie[k], MI recognizes ~*\L(Mi). All these new automata have size 0(22po’y”‘M”+*‘) 
and can be constructed in DTIME(22P”““‘M” +‘I). 
In particular, Proposition 1.1 (1.2) states that a finite-valued (k-valued) distance 
automaton can be effectively transformed into an equivalent finitely ambiguous one 
(k-ambiguous one, respectively, keN). We further note that, by means of the above 
relation M-A, it is decidable in deterministic polynomial time whether a given 
distance automaton is finite valued [23] or k-valued for any fixed k [7]. 
2. Distance 
In this section we prove the following three theorems. 
Theorem 2.1. Let M be a$nite-valued distance automaton with n states. If the distance 
of M isJinite, then it is at most 6”.(211)“~-- 1. 
Theorem 2.2. Let M be a jinite-valued distance automaton. Zf the distance of M is 
infiniinite, then its growth is linear. 
Theorem 2.3. The problem of deciding whether a given distance automaton has injinite 
distance is 
(i) solvable in deterministic polynomial time for single-valued distance automata, 
(ii) PSPACE-complete for finite-valued distance automata, 
(iii) PSPACE-complete for 2-valued distance automata. 
Note that Theorem 2.1 extends [24, Theorem 3.11 from finitely ambiguous to 
finite-valued distance automata while the upper bound deteriorates from 3” - 1 to 
6”.(2n)n2 - 1. It is easy to see that the latter bound improves to n- 1 if the distance 
automaton in question is single valued and that, for each nEN, there is a (trivial) 
single-valued distance automaton having n states and distance n- 1. In general, the 
upper bound of Theorem 2.1 is in the optimal range even for 2-valued distance 
automata (!) since Leung recently constructed such distance automata having n states 
and distance 2(“+3)14-2 [lS]. 
Theorem 2.2 generalizes Theorem 3.2 of [24] from finitely ambiguous to finite- 
valued distance automata. In fact, it is a direct consequence of Proposition 1.1 and the 
latter theorem. Note that an alternative and technically very simple proof of Theorem 
3.2 of [24] was recently proposed by Leung [17] (see also [S]). 
Theorem 2.3(i) extends Theorem 4.1(i) of [24] from unambiguous to single-valued 
distance automata. The assertions (ii)-(iii) of Theorem 2.3 trivially imply two other 
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known results, namely, that the infinite distance problem is solvable in polynomial 
space for finitely ambiguous distance automata [24, Theorem 4.l(ii)] and that this 
problem is PSPACE-hard for arbitrary distance automata [15, Section 31. 
In the rest of this section we prove Theorems 2.1 and 2.3. The proof of Theorem 2.1 
is technically complicated and involves methods and ideas from [23,24]. The proof of 
the upper complexity bound in Theorem 2.3(ii) is based on the fact that the distance of 
the involved distance automata is either infinite or exponentially bounded (as shown 
in Theorem 2.1). The lower complexity bound in Theorem 2.3(iii) is obtained by 
establishing a relatively easy deterministic polynomial-time reduction from a well- 
known PSPACE-complete problem to the decision problem at hand. Work of the 
same type was done in [15, Section 3; 24, Section 41. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let M =(Q, C, y, Q,, QF) be a finite-valued distance automaton 
having II states and finite distance. We are going to show that the distance of M is at 
most 6”. (2n)“‘- 1. We may assume that M is trim. 
First of all, we study pumping operations in the graph of accepting paths consum- 
ing any word XEC* (Fact 2.4) and we define a first factorization of x in terms of these 
operations. For any given XEL(M), we further refine this factorization and obtain 
from it, by simultaneous pumping, a new word x’EL(M). Then, we take any accepting 
path in M consuming x’ and having costs at most d(M), “normalize” it, and obtain 
from the outcome an accepting path consuming x and having costs at most 
6”.(2n)“‘- 1. 
Let x=x1 . ..x.EC* (x1 ,..., x,EC). Consider the graph G,(x)=(V, E). Let 
jE{O, . . . , m}. We define 
and 
att(x, j):= {qEQ I %,EQ,: (41, XI . . . xj> dEb,w}, 
der(x,j):=Cq~Q I %+Q,: (4, xj+l . . x,, qF)EdM), 
set(x,j):= (qEQ 1 (q, j)E V} =att(x, j)nder(x, j); 
att(x, j), der(x, j) and set(x, j) denote the set of states attainable from Q, with x1 . . . xi, 
the set of states derivable to QF with xj+ 1 . . . x,, and the set of states which appear at 
column j in GM(x), respectively (see, e.g., [24, Section 31). We will later need the 
following observation on these sets. 
Fact 2.4. Let M and x =x1 . . . x, be as above. 
(i) Let 0 d j, d j, d m such that set(x, j,) and set(x, j,) coincide being, say, A. Then, 
for all reA there is an SEA such that (r, x~,+~ . . . Xjz) s)E~~ and for all SEA there is an 
reA such that (r, Xj, + 1 . . . xj2) ~)~d;cr. 
(ii) Let 06 jI d j, dm such that (set(x, jl), att(x, j,)) and (set(x, j,), att(x, j,)) 
coincide being, say, (A, B). Define y:= (~1 . . xj,)(xj, + 1 . . . xj,)2(xj, + 1 . . . x,). Then, for all 
jE{jI, j2, 2j2-jl}, (set(y, j), att(y, j)) equals (A, B). As a consequence, for all 
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GM(Z): 
Y2 YS Y4 Y5 YS Y7 YS YlO 352 Y13 -II-II-----II y14y16 
r-. r-. r-. r-. r-, r-. r-. r-. --, _-, 
Remarks: k = Ii’; y1 = y9 = yll = ~15 = ~17 = e; A, = Ax+* (A = 1,3,5,...,17). 
Fig. 1. Definition of the factorization of x 
j~(0, . . . , j,}, (set(y, j), att(y, j))=(set(x, j), att(x, j)) and, for all jE{jl + 1, . . . , m}, 
W(y,j+.i-_jd, att(Y,j+j2-jl))=(set(x,j), attkj)). 
Proof. The assertion (i) is clear from the definition of GM(x). Assertion ii is stated and 
proved in [24, pp. 177-1781. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.1 (continued). Motivated by Fact 2.4(i) and by Lemma A.1 in the 
appendix, we consider the nonempty subsets Al, . . . , Ak+ I of Q and the factorization 
(Y 1, ... > ~,)E(C*)~ of x which are uniquely determined by the following rules (see 
Fig. 1). 
a k is odd. 
l For all ~(1, . . . , k+l}, A,=set(x,ly, . ..yK-rl). 
l For all odd KE{~, . . . . k}, (yI . . . y,_ I)y, is the longest prefix of x such that, setting 
j:=I(yr . . . yK-r)yKI, A,=set(x,j). 
l For alleven ~~{l,...,k},y, is theletter ~(ly~...y,_~1+1)~E. 
Note that, for each odd rce[k], A,+ 1 is the “last occurrence” of A, in the sequence 
set(x, ly, . . y,_, I), . . . , set(x, m). Thus, the number of all odd ICE[~] is at most 2”, i.e., 
k is less than 2”’ ‘. 
Now, let us assume that x (as above) belongs to L(M). Let Al, . . . , A,, 1 and 
y,, . . , yk be as above. We are going to show that the distance of x in M is at most 
6”.(2n)“*-- 1. 
Let tcE[k] be odd. Set j,:=lyr . . . Y,- 1 I and &:= {(P, d& I (P, Y,, d&M). For 
each (p, q)ER, let us select and fix some path in M, denoted by r~,,~,~, which consumes 
y, and leads from p to q. Let jE{O, . . . , ly,l}. We define stateK(x, j)EQ”K by setting its 
(p, q)-entry ((p, q)ER,) to be the state in Q reached by rc,, P,4 after it has consumed 
xj,+ 1 . . x~,+~, i.e., the first j letters of y,. We define at&(x, j)E(2Q)AX by setting its 
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p-entry (PEA,) to be the set of all states q in Q such that (p, xj,+i . . xj,+j, q)EdM, i.e., 
q is attainable from p by consuming the first j letters of y,. Finally, we set 
triple,(x, j):=((set(x, j, +j), att(x, j, +j)), state,(x, j), att,(x, j)) 
~(2~ x 2Q) x QRx x (2Q)A.. 
Motivated by Fact 2.4(ii) and the definition of triple,(x, j) (j=O, . . . , 1 y, I), we 
consider the pairs (AK, r, B,, r), . . . , (FI~,~,+~, B ,lK+l) of subsets of Q, the tuples 
K-,1>...> LJ,+IEQ~~ 
;y 
and CK,l, .. , Gz.+1@2QY'X, and the factorization 
K, 1, . . . , y,, l,)~(C*)‘x of y, which are uniquely determined by the following rules. 
l I, is odd. 
l For all i~(l, . . . . 1,+1}, ((A,,,, &J, r,, I, C,,J=triple,(x, IY,, 1 . . . Y,, 2b1 I). 
l For all odd 1~ { 1 >...1 lK>> (Y&l ... y,, i_ l)yK, i is the longest prefix of y, such that, 
setting j:=I(yK, 1 . . Y~,~-~)Y~,~I, the equality ((A,,,, B,, A), rK,A, C,,J=tripMx,j) 
holds. 
l For all even k{ 1 >...?~K)>yK,I is the letter y,(ly,,, ...y,,n_lI+l)~C. 
Note that, for each odd k[I,J, ((A,, I+ 1, B,, 1+ 1), rK, I+ 1, C,, I+ 1) is the “last occur- 
rence” of ((A,, 1, B,, I), r,, I, C,, ,J in the sequence of all triple,(x, j) where j ranges from 
IYK, 1 ... y,, 1_ 1 I to I y, 1. Since always A,, I GB,, I c Q, rK, n~QRr, and C,, Neal, the 
number of all odd AE[~,] is at most 3n.n#R~.(2”)#Ax, i.e., 1, is less than 2.3”.(2n)“‘. 
Let TV N, and let KE[~] be odd. Define the word y::= y’,, 1 y,, *yfK, 3yK, 4 . . . y:, 1K EZ*. 
Let (p, q)eR,. Consider the path x,_~ consuming y, and leading from p to q, which 
we selected above. Let iti, . . . , itlx be the paths consuming y,, 1, . . . , y,, 1,, respectively, 
such that rc,, p,4 = El 0 ... 0 EIK. By definition of the y,, *‘s and the rK, i’s, each of the paths 
_ _ 
711, x3, ..., itlK is a cycle. We can thus define the path r~:,~,~:=jt: oE20 jz:ojt40 ...o itf, 
consuming y: and leading from p to q. If ~cL,~,~ has costs less than t, then we observe 
that 
Y(7.r E,p,q)=y(n:,,,,)d(I,- 1)/2<3”0V- 1. 
Define R::= ((p, q)eAz I (p, y:, q)EbM). From the above it immediately follows that 
R, is a subset of R:. On the other hand, let (p, q)cR:, Jti~(l, . . . , l,], and t’~(2, . . , t> 
such that 1. is odd and 
(P> YK, IYK, 2 . . . y,,~-2y~,~-ly~,~y~,A^+ly:,1+2y~,A1+3~~~y:,1~,~~~~M~ 
Then, because of the definition of y,, 1 and C,, 1: 
(P, YK, lYK, 2 . . . Y~,~-2Y~,~~lY~,n1Y,,,+lY:,,+2Y,,,+3 ~“Y:,,~~qHw. 
By induction, this implies that (p, q)ER,, i.e., R, and RL coincide. 
Nowletusfixt:=d(M)+n3.2”+’ . (We have just used the first time that the distance 
of M is finite). For all even KE[~] set y::= yK. Define the word x’:=y; . . . yh~C*. 
According to the definition of the yK, 1’ s and the A,, i’s and B,, A’s, Fact 2.4(ii) implies 
that, for every rc~[k+l], set(x’, 1~; . ..Y._~[) and set(x, ly, . ..yKPll) coincide. In 
particular, for all odd KE[~], A, = set(x’, 1~; . . . y:_lI)=set(x’, Iy; . ..yJ). Since x 
belongs to L(M), all AK’s (KE[~+ 11) are nonempty, i.e., x’ belongs to L(M). 
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Let us select any accepting path rc’ in M consuming x’ and having costs at most 
d(M). Consider the paths rr\, . . . ,TC~ consuming y\, . . . , y;, respectively, such that 
n’=$ 0 . . . 071;. Let JCE[~] be odd. Let pK (qJ be the first (last, respectively) state of r&. 
In particular, (p,, q&R: = R, CA:. rc: and z:, pX,4K defined above are two paths 
consuming y: and leading from pK to qK. By Fact 2.4(i), we can now apply Lemma A.1 
in the appendix to M and A,, y:, pK, qK, TC:, and r~:,~,,~,. As a result, 
lY(r&--Y(&,,,, )I <2n3. (We have just used the first time that M is finite valued.) 
Define r~“:=rc;,~,,~, 0~; o~c;,~,,~~o&o ... 0 r~;,~,,~~. rc” is an accepting path in 
M consuming x’. It may be regarded as the “normalized” path rr’. By the above, 
I~(n’)-y(71~)1<(k+l).n~~12~.2”‘~, i.e., Y(rc”)<y(~‘)+n3.2”+1<d(M)+n3.2”+1=t. 
Let Ktz[k] be odd. Since n:, A,4_ has costs less than t - as rc’ -, our above observation 
means that the costs of rc,, pc, 4X and rc:, pK, 4x coincide being less than 3”.(2n)“‘. 
Finally, let us consider the path r~:=rci,~,,~, 0~; ~rc~,~~,~~~~ko ...~rc~,~~,~~. rr 
is an accepting path in M consuming x and having costs at most 
(k- 1)/2+((k+ 1)/2).(3”.(2n)“‘- 1). As a result, 
d,(x)<y(n)<((k+ 1)/2).3”(2n)“‘- 1<6”(2n)“‘- 1. 
Since xeL(M) was arbitrary, we have therefore shown that the distance of M is at 
most 6”. (2n)“‘- 1, as desired. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. We only have to prove assertion (i) and the upper (lower) 
complexity bound in assertion (ii) ((iii), respectively). 
(i) Let M be a single-valued distance automaton. It is easy to see that M has 
infinite distance if and only if it contains a cycle having costs at least 1 and consisting 
of useful transitions. Using standard graph algorithms [l] the latter property is 
decidable in deterministic time polynomial in the size of M. 
(ii) Let M = (Q, C, y, QI, QF) be a finite-valued d is ante automaton with n states. By t 
Theorem 2.1, M has infinite distance if and only if there is an xeL(M) having distance 
at least 2’(“) where h(n):= n. log, 6 + n2. (1 + log, n). The latter property can be decided 
by the following nondeterministic algorithm. 
(1) For all qEQ set d(q):=min((co}u{OIqEQ1}). 
(2) Repeat forever: 
(a) Guess a&. 
(b) For all qeQ set d(q):=min({co)u{min{2h~“~,d(p)+y(p,a,q)}Ip~Q, 
d(p)+ a> Y(P, 4 q)G, 111). 
(c) If min{d(q) I qEQF} =2h(n), then return d(M)= 00. 
It is easy to see that the above algorithm is of space complexity 
O(log, II M II +n. h(n)) which is polynomial in the size of M. 
(iii) The following problem is known to be PSPACE-complete (see [3, Section 
A10.11): 
(*) Given an automaton M with input alphabet C, decide whether the language 
recognized by it is different from Z*. 
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costs 1: - costs 0: - 
Fig. 2. Definition of M’. 
Thus, in order to prove assertion (iii) it remains to establish a deterministic poly- 
nomial-time reduction of (*) to the decision problem at hand. 
Let A4 = (Q, C, y, Q,, QF) be an automaton. Then let us define the distance automa- 
ton M’ =(Q’, C’, y’, Q;, Q)F) where 
Q’:=Qo{q,}, C’:=Co{u,}, Q;:=Q~u(ql}, Qk:=QFu {sl}, 
and 
(0 if Y(P, a, q)=O or (P, a, @QF x {al} x QI 
Y’(P, 4 q):= 1 or (P, a, 4)~(4~} x C x {ql), 1 if (P, 4 4)=(q1, 4, ql), 
100 otherwise 
(p, qEQ’, UEC’, see Fig. 2). 
M’ recognizes (C’)*. If L(M) is C*, then M’ has distance 0. On the other hand, 
assume that L(M) is different from C* and select any XEC*\L(M). Then, for all HEN, 
the distance of (xul)‘x in M’ is i. Therefore, the distance of M’ is infinite in that case. 
Hence, L(M) is different from C* if and only if M’ has infinite distance. Finally, we 
note that M’ is 2-valued and can be constructed in deterministic time polynomial in 
the size of M. 0 
3. Equivalence problem 
In this section we prove the following technical theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Let kEN. Let M0 and M be distance automata with coinciding input 
alphabets such that M is the disjoint union of k single-valued distance automata 
MI, . . , M, and L(M,) is included in L(Mi) f or each ie[k]. It is decidable in determinis- 
tic time O(nFEO 11 Mi IIC.k2),for some constant c, whether M0 is locally cheaper than M. 
Note that, if k is fixed, then the algorithm of Theorem 3.1 only requires time 
polynomial in the size of M0 and M. Combining Proposition 1.1 and Theorem 3.1 in 
an easy way we are able to establish the following theorem. 
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Theorem 3.2. Let M,, and M be distance automata with coinciding input alphabets such 
that M isjnite valued. It is decidable in DTIME( 11 M0 11 2po’y’ ““) whether M, is locally 
cheaper than M. 
Finally, going with the title of this section we state the following immediate 
corollary to Theorem 3.2. 
Theorem 3.3. Let M0 and M be finite-valued distance automata with coinciding input 
alphabets. It is decidable in DTIME(22”“‘y” MO1 + “I’) whether M0 and M are equiva- 
lent. 
Recently, Krob showed that the equivalence problem for distance automata (with 
two input letters) is undecidable [12]. The problem is known to be decidable, beside 
Theorem 3.3, if the given automata have only one input letter (see [12]) or finite 
distance. In fact, it is easy to see that Hashiguchi’s double exponential upper distance 
bound [8, 91 yields a deterministic triple exponential time algorithm for the latter 
case. It is open whether this or the complexity bound in Theorem 3.3 can be improved. 
Other classes of distance automata for which the equivalence problem is decidable can 
be found in [13]. 
In the remainder of this section we prove Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. The basic idea for 
the first proof is to apply an algorithm due to Gurari and Ibarra [6] which decides 
whether the language recognized by a nondeterministic finite counter machine with at 
most one turn on each counter is empty. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let keN. Let M,,, . , Mk be distance automata with input 
alphabet C such that, for each iE[k], Mi is single valued and L(M,) is included in 
L(Mi). Set M:= uf= I Mi. We are going to decide whether M0 is locally cheaper than 
M. 
For this, let us consider the language L:= {xeL(M,) 1 ViE[k]: d,,(x) <d,,(x)}. 
Clearly, L is nonempty if and only if M0 is locally cheaper than M. Thus, it remains to 
decide whether L is nonempty. 
Let XEC*. Because of our assumptions, x belongs to L if and only if there are 
accepting paths rcO, .. . , nk in MO, . . , Mk, respectively, all consuming x such that rc,, 
has costs less than ni for every ie[k]. Using this characterization, it is easy to construct 
a nondeterministic finite l-turn (k+ I)-counter machine M (see [6]) recognizing L. 
Roughly speaking, M operates as follows. At first, while consuming XEC*, it guesses 
and verifies in parallel accepting paths x0, . , nk in Mc,, . . , Mk, respectively, all 
consuming x and stores y(~,) in its counter no. i (i = 0, . . . , k). Then, while consuming E, 
it continues to decrement in parallel all counters by 1 until one of them has the value 0. 
If this is only counter no. 0, then n;i accepts. n? has O(ni=, Ij Mill) states and 
transitions and can be constructed in deterministic time O(nf=, I/ Mi II). Applying 
a result of Gurari and Ibarra [6, Lemma 21 to A, we obtain a constant c’ such that 
L is nonempty if and only if n;i recognizes some word in C* by a computation where 
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the maximum integer stored in any counter is at most (nF=, 11 Mi 11 )C”k. By guessing 
and simulating such a computation of n;i on a Turing machine it is decidable in 
nondeterministic space 0(k2. log, (flF=, /I Mi II)) whether L is nonempty. Using stan- 
dard complexity theory (see, e.g., [2, Theorem 2.8]), the latter algorithm can be 
transformed into a deterministic one which requires time 0( nF=, /I ML 11 “k2) for some 
constant c. 
In summary, it is decidable in deterministic time O(nf=, /I Mi lIc.k2) whether MO is 
locally cheaper than M. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let M0 and M be distance automata with input alphabet 
C such that M is finite valued. According to Proposition 1.1, there are O(2p“‘y’ M ) 
many single-valued distance automata MI, . . . , MN and automata M;, . . , Mk such 
that M is equivalent to the disjoint union of MI,. . . , MN and, for all i~[Nl, 
MI recognizes C*\L(Mi). All these new automata have size O(22’i” M ) and can be 
constructed in DTIME(22’i”“M” ). For every subset K of [N] it is straightforward to 
construct in DTIME( II M0 II . 22po’y M ) a distance automaton MK of size 
0( // M0 II . 22po’y”M ) such that 
L(MK)= n L(Mt)n 
isKu (0) i.,;; K L(Mi) 
and each word recognized by MK has the same distance in M, and in MO. Now, MO is 
locally cheaper than M if and only if, for some subset K of [N], MK is locally cheaper 
than the disjoint union of all Mi with ~EK. By Theorem 3.1 the latter property is 
decidable in DTIME( II MO I/ 2po’y M ). 
In summary, it can be decided in DTIME( I/ MO I12po’y M ) whether MO is locally 
cheaper than M. 0 
4. Descriptive power 
In this section we prove the following three theorems. 
Theorem 4.1. There is an inherently injinite-valued distance automaton of size 17 such 
that the growth of its distance is linear. 
Theorem 4.2. For each kctW there is an inherently (k+ 1)-valued distance automaton 
having 2 input symbols and size O(k log, k) such that the growth of its distance is linear. 
Theorem 4.3. It is decidable in deterministic polynomial time whether a 2-valued 
distance automaton given as the disjoint union of two single-valued distance automata is 
inherently 2-valued. 
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With regard to Theorem 3.3 we can now classify a given distance automaton A4 as 
follows. If the growth of the distance in M is linear, then it may happen that A4 is 
inherently infinite valued (see Theorem 4.1) or inherently k-valued for some k 3 2 (see 
Theorem 4.2). If the growth of the distance in M is sublinear or existentially linear but 
not linear - distance automata of the former type exist [S, 223 -, then M is inherently 
infinite valued by Theorem 2.2. Finally, if M has finite distance, then it can be easily 
transformed into an equivalent single-valued distance automaton. 
It is open whether the polynomial-time algorithm of Theorem 4.3 can be extended 
to 2-valued (or k-valued) distance automata in arbitrary presentation. It is further 
unknown whether the following problem is decidable. Given any distance automaton, 
is it inherently infinite valued or inherently k-valued for some fixed k? 
In the rest of this section we prove Theorems 4.1-4.3, successively. In the first two 
proofs we use Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 and various pumping methods in order to 
show that our selected distance automata are not equivalent to any finite-valued or to 
any k-valued distance automaton. The proof of Theorem 4.3 is based on a character- 
ization of inherent valuedness 2 by means of a structural criterion which can be 
decided in deterministic polynomial time. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let us define the distance automaton M =(Q, C, y, Qr, QF) 
where 
Q:={qo, 41, a)> c:= {al, a2, s>, Q,:={eJ, QF:=Q, 
and 
I’ if (p,~,q)~((qO,~l,qlX(q l,~l,ql),(qO,u2,q2),(q2,a2,4,,>, 
0 
Y(P. 4 d:= 
if (p,u,4)~{(40,ul,q2),(q2,ul,q2,),(q0,u2,41),(41,u2,41))u 
Q x ($1 x {qo)> 
cc otherwise 
(p, qEQ, EC, see Fig. 3). 
costs 1: - costs 0: - 
Fig. 3. Definition of M. 
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M has 3 states, 3 input symbols, and 11 transitions, i.e., it is of size 17. Obviously, 
M recognizes C*. Let WEC*, and let rn~N, and wl, . . . , w,+ l~(a,, u2}* such that 
w = w1 $ . . w,$w,+ 1. By definition of M, 
j=l 
Since, for any ZEN,, the word a:a: has distance 1, the growth of the distance in M is 
linear. Since, for any rn~N,, the valuedness of the word (al%)“’ is m+ 1, M is infinite 
valued. In order to complete the proof of the theorem it therefore remains to be shown 
that M is not equivalent to any finite-valued distance automaton. 
Assume that there is a finite-valued distance automaton which is equivalent to M. 
Then, by Proposition 1.1, there are finitely many unambiguous distance automata 
fi 1, . . . , G, such that their disjoint union is equivalent to M. We may assume that each 
of the distance automata k?, , . . . , G, recognizes the same language as M, namely C*, 
and has a uniform number of states, say n. 
Let us consider the word w:=(u~“u~“S)“‘~C* where m:=Llog,N J + 1, i.e., 
2”- ’ d N < 2”. Let xi, . . , nN be accepting paths in n;i,, . . , tiN, respectively, all con- 
suming w. For each in [N] let us consider the paths Xi, 1, . . . , xi, m in Gi all consuming 
a;“&“$ such that the equality xi= xi, 1 0 ‘..oTc~,, holds. Let j~[m]. Then, there 
/!” /(J’ l(!’ l”JEN 
J’J’J’J o, 
ly’, l~‘cN, and, for each i~[iV], paths rcj,‘;,. . . , TC~:) in 
consuming 
are 
R;ii 
respectively, such that, for each k[N], r~$:,! and rri,‘,! are cycles and the equality 
(1) 
71i,j’71i,j 0 . . . 0 r# holds (see Fig. 4). In particular, 15’) + 1y) + 1:3) = /p + 155) +Iy) = nN. 
I(?) 
Xl . . . 4 
(4) 
Rl,j 
I(.’ ) l(!) 
lrN . . a; 4 
+ 
93 
T(4) 
N,j 
Fig. 4. Factorization of zl, __. , zN. 
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Claim 4.4. FOJ- each CI = (aI, . . . , LX& { 1,2)” there is an i:= i(u)~[N] such that,fir every 
j~[m], the path TC~,~~“J-” has costs 0. 
Proof. Assume that there is an rx = (a 1, . . , cc,,&{ 1,2}” such that, for every ig[JV], there 
is a jE[m] such that the path ?I!:‘~J-~) has costs greater than 0. Consider the word 
wf:= jc (a;“a;+‘:l Z’~“a”z”$), 
By the above factorization of rcr , . , nN it is straightforward to transform these paths 
into accepting paths 7c;, . . . , rck in aI, . . . , BN, respectively, all consuming w’. Every 
rri (is[N]) has costs at least (1 +m.nN).Cj”=,y(ni,j (3’aj- “). Since each of the distance 
automata ti,, . . . , A, is unambiguous, we obtain that 
m . nN = d,(w’) 
=min(Y(7ri) ( ie[N]} 
> 1 + m . nN. (Contradiction!) 
Proof of Theorem 4.1 (conclusion). Because of the choice of m there are distinct 
a, a’~{l, 2)” such that i(cc) and i(d) coincide being, say, iOg[N] where i(a) and i(d) are 
taken from Claim 4.4. Then, for some jE[m], the paths rri,‘l j and rciz!j have costs 0. Set 
t:=Y(71io) and consider the word 
Using the above factorization of xi02 it is straightforward to transform this path into an 
accepting path r$ in II?,,, consuming w” and having the same costs as xi,. This implies 
the following. 
t<t+nN<d,(w”)=min{d~i(w”)IiEIN]} 
< y(q,) = t. (Contradiction!) 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let kE N. Set C:= (0, l} and m:= Llog, k] + 1, i.e., 2”- ’ <k < 2”. 
For each ie{O, . . . , 2”- l}, define bin,(i) to be that word in C” which is the binary 
representation of i using m digits with leading zeros. Of course, bin, : (0, . . . ,2”- l} -+C”’ 
is bijective. Let bin, : (0, . . . , 2”- l}*+(JY)* be the bijective morphism induced by this 
mapping. 
Let i~{0, . . , k). Let x1, . . . , X,EC such that bin,(i) = x1 . . . x,. We define the distance 
automaton Mi = (Q, Z, yi, QI, QF) by setting 
Q:={q1,...,qm}0{q~,...,q~}, . ’ . qm+l.=qm+1~=41~ QI:=QF:={~I}, 
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. . . 
. . . 
977-l x,-1 9773 
_I: 1 -x,-1 1 9:, 071 - XTn 
costs 1: - costs 0: - 
Fig. 5. Definition of ML where bin,(i)=x, x,. 
and 
1 if (P, a, 4)=(qm, x,, 4m+1), 
0 
Yi(P> a, 4):= 
if ~P~a~~~E{~~j~xj~~j+~~Ij~Cm~ll}u(~~j~ 1-xj24>+I)l 
j~Cml}u{(45,O,qj+,),(qS, 1,41+1)lj~{2,...,m}}, 
cc otherwise 
(p, qEQ, UEC, see Fig. 5). 
Now, we define M as the disjoint union of the distance automata MO, . . , Mk. M has 
(k + 1). (2m- 1) states, 2 input symbols, and (k + 1). (4m-2) transitions, i.e., it is of 
size O(klog, k). Obviously, M (and each MO, . , Mk) recognizes (Cm)*. Let 
YE{& ... 9 2” - I} *. By definition of M, 
dM(bin,(y))=min{#i(y)IiE{O,..., k}}. 
Since, for any 1~ N,, the word bin,(O’ . . k’) has distance 1, the growth of the distance in 
M is linear. By definition, M is of degree of ambiguity and valuedness k + 1. In order to 
complete the proof of the theorem it therefore remains to be shown that M is not 
equivalent to any k-valued distance automaton. 
Assume that there is a k-valued distance automaton which is equivalent to M. Then, 
by Proposition 1.2, there are k unambiguous distance automata A,, . . . , A, such that 
their disjoint union is equivalent to M. We may assume that each of the distance 
automata 6 1, . . . , fi, recognizes the same language as M, namely (Cm)*, and has 
a uniform number of states, say n. 
Let us consider the word w:= bin,(O”” . knk)~(Cm)*. Let 7c1, .. . , rk be accepting paths 
in ti 1, . . . , A?,, respectively, all consuming w. For each iE[k] let us consider the paths 
71i,O, ... > xi, k in A?, consuming bin,(O”“), . , bin,(k”“), respectively, such that the equal- 
ity 71i = 71i, 00 ... 0 ni,k holds. Let jE {0, . . . , k). Then, there are is”, 1y’ E N,, Z:?)E N, and, for 
each iE[k], paths xi::, xi:], ni,“,! in n;li consuming 
bin,(j’y’), bin,(j’y’), bin,(j’y’), 
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Fig. 6. Factorization of zl, xk. 
respectively, such that, for each i~[k], rri,z,! is a cycle and the equality 7ci, j= rri,iJ 0 rci:,! 0 rci:j 
holds (see Fig. 6). In particular, 4’) + I?)+ ly)= nk. 
Claim 4.5. For each ~(0, . . . , k} there is an i:=i(c+[k] such that, for euery 
jE{O, . . . , k}\(a), the path TC~,‘,! has costs 0. 
Proof. Assume that there is an ~(0, . . . , k} such that, for every iE[k], there is 
ajE{O,..., k} \ (LX} such that the path rcifj has costs greater than 0. Consider the word 
w‘:= bin 
j=a+l 
By the above factorization of rci, . . . , nk it is straightforward to transform these paths 
into accepting paths rc\, . . . ,n; in ai, . . . , ak, respectively, all consuming w’. Every 
7~: (iE[k]) has costs at least (l+nk).&s(o,.., 
automata A,, . . . 
,k)~(alY(r$). Since each of the distance 
, 6ik is unambiguous, we obtain that 
nk = dM(w’) 
=min{Y(QI iE[k]} 
3 1 + nk. (Contradiction!) 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. (conclusion). Let a, a’~(0, . . . , k} be distinct such that i(a) and 
i(d) coincide being, say, ioe[k] where i(cr) and i(d) are taken from the claim. Then, all 
paths r~i,2!~, . . . , $‘, have costs 0. Set t:=Y(7ti,) and consider the word , 
WI’:= bin 
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=2,1 *2,3 A2,5 
Fig. 7. Criterion (I2V). 
Using the above factorization of 71io, it is straightforward to transform this path into an 
accepting path rc& in Ai,, consuming w” and having the same costs as 71io. This implies 
the following. 
< y(ni,) = t. (Contradiction!) 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Let M be the disjoint union of the single-valued distance 
automata Ml and MZ. Let Mi=(Qi, C, yi, QI,i, QF,;) and ni:= #Qi (i= 1,2). Let US 
consider the criterion (12V), where “12V” stands for “inherently 2-valued”. 
(12V): There are words u~,...,u~EC* and accepting paths rci,io...07t~,~ in M, and 
712,l o’..oTc~,~ in Mz such that each Uj (j~[5]) is consumed by rci,j and 7c2,j, 
the paths rcl, 2, r~i,~, rc2, 2, and rr2,4 are cycles, and the inequality 
(y(nl,2)-~(712,2)).(y(~n,,4)-~(712,4))<0 holds (see Fig. 7). 
Claims 4.6-4.8 show that it is, by means of criterion (12V), decidable in deterministic 
polynomial time whether M is inherently 2-valued. 
Claim 4.6. M is inherently 2-valued if and only ifit complies with criterion (12V). 
Claim 4.7. M complies with (12V) ifand only if this criterion holds with words ul, . . . , us 
having length at most n1n2. 
Claim 4.8. It is decidable in deterministic polynomial time whether M complies with 
criterion (12V) such that the words ul, . . , us have length at most n1n2. 
In order to prove the theorem it therefore remains to verify Claims 4.6-4.8, success- 
ively. The crucial point is the characterization in Claim 4.6. 
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Fig. 8. Factorization of f. 
Proof of Claim 4.6. “Zf:” Let us assume that A4 complies with criterion (12V) and that it 
is equivalent to some single-valued distance automaton Ii?. Let the words ul, . . , us and 
thepaths711,10...0711,5and712,10...0712,5 be as in (12V). Let n be the number of states 
of IG. 
Consider the word w:=u1u~u3u&~C*. For each k{l,2}, we have that 
~i:=71i, 1’ ~Z 2 ’ 7ri, 3 ’ 71~, 4 ’ 71i, 5 is an accepting path in Mi consuming w. Let E be an 
accepting path in A? consuming w. Then, there are 11, 1,, /4, 16~N0, 12, 15~N, and paths 
E1, . . . , fig in M consuming ui, u& ~2, u$, ug, ~2, uf;, ut, u5, respectively, such that iz, 
and 17~ are cycles and the equality E=E1 0 ... 0 i&, holds (see Fig. 8). In particular, 
1, + I2 + l3 = l4 + l5 + l6 = n. 
Because of criterion (12V), y(rcl, J+ y(rcn,, a) and y(rt*, J + y(nz, 4) are both greater than 
0. Set c:=min{y(nl, J, y(~, ,)}. 12. Recall that M, and M2 are single valued. We 
observe that 
l+c~Y(~)bmin{Y(~i,2)+Y(~i,4)+Y(~i,2)’~2’Y(~)I~~{1,2}} 
dmin{Y(71i)+Y(71i,2).l*.Y(jl)I iE(l, 2)) 
=min{d~Mi(U1Un2f’2.y(ir)U3U~Ug)I i {l, 2)) 
=dL(u1UZ+12.Y(ir)ugUnqug) 
<(1 +y(it,)).y(E). 
This implies that y(E) is positive and c is at most ~(5,). On the other hand, let iE(l, 2) 
such that c = y(ni, J. 1,. Recall that A is single valued and y(E) is positive. We observe 
that 
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This implies that y(&) is not greater than c. Altogether we have shown the equality 
min {y(7c1, 2), y(nz, J}. 1, = ~(5,). In a symmetric way it can be seen that 
min {Y(~Q, 4), Y(X~Z, 4)). 4 = A%). 
Because of criterion (12V), either Y(~c~,~)<~(Q,~) and y(~~,~)>y(~~) or 
~(T-c~,~)>~(TQ, J and ~(n~,~)<y(~~). Now, consider the word 
w’:=u1uz n+/2.(1+Y(ir))U3U~+IS.(1+I(ir))UgEL(Ml)nL(M,). 
Recall that M1 and M2 are single valued and y(E) is the minimum of y(7c1) and y(nJ. We 
observe that 
dti(w’)~y(~)+(y(%)+~(%))~(l +Y@)) 
=y(?)+(min{y(7t 1,2), ~(n2,2)).L+min1~(~ 1,4), Y(%,4)).4).(l+Y(3) 
<min(y(71i)IiE{l,2}}+ min(Y(ni, 2). 12 +Ytni,4)‘15 I iE(L 2)) ‘(1 +Y(f9) 
dmin(Y(71i)+(Y(7Ci,2).1*+Y(ni,4)’15)’(1 +Y(3)I ic{L 2)) 
=min{d,,(w’) 1 in{ 1,2}}. (Contradiction!) 
“Only if”: Assume that M does not comply with criterion (12V). We are going to 
define a distance automaton 2, and we show that it is single valued, that it recognizes 
L(Ml)nL(M2), and that the distance of any XEL(M,)~L(M~) is the same in a, and 
in M. Then, it is straightforward to obtain from gl, Ml, and M2 a single-valued 
distance automaton G which is equivalent to M. (Contradiction!) 
The distance automaton A, =(& C, 7, o,, &) is defined as follows (see below for 
explanations). 
Q":=Q1xQ,xC-n~n~,n~n~-11x{1,2}, 
~,:=Q,,~~Q,,zx~O~X~~~~~~ 
&:=QF,I xQF,2 xC-n,nz,Olx {1,2). 
For every pair ((pl, a, ql), (p2, a, q2)) of transitions of Ml and M2 consuming the same 
UEC we define the following values of y”. 
l If t is an integer such that ltl<n,n, and t+y,(p,, a, ql)-y2(p2, a, q,)<n,n,, then 
Y((P1, P2,C 11, a, (41, q2, t+Yl(Pl, 4 q1)-Y2(P2,4 q2), l)):=Yl(Pl, 4 41). 
l If t is an integer such that Itl<nIn2 and t+y2(p2, a, q2)-yl(pl, a, q,)<nIn2, then 
y”((Pl, P2, 4 9, 4 (411 q2, t+Y2(P2,4 q2)-Y1(P1,% 41),2)):=Y2(P2,4 qd 
l If aE{l, 2}, then 
y”((Pl, P2> -nlh, 4, a, (41, q2, --121n2, Co):=Ya(Pa, a, 4.). 
For all other arguments (from Q” x C x 0) y” takes the value a3. 
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Let it be any accepting path in A, consuming some XEC*. Then, it simulates 
accepting paths x1 in Ml and rc2 in M2 both consuming x and obtains its distance 
behavior either from x1 or from x2, depending on the value of the fourth component of 
its states. Let us assume the first case. Then, 5 verifies either that y(7c1) - ~(71~) is at most 
0 or that there are factorizations x1 =x1, 1 onI, 2 and 7r2 = 7r2, 1 0x2, 2 such that x1, 1 and 
712, 1h, 2 and 712,2, respectively) consume the same word in C* and y(7c1, 1)-y(7c2, 1) 
equals -n, n2. Since M does not comply with criterion (12V), it is easy to see that in the 
last subcase the inequality y(~~)<y(~~) holds. Symmetrically, if E obtains its distance 
behavior from 7c2, then it verifies that y(n,) is at most y(7cl). Since Ml and M2 are 
single valued, this implies that y(f) equals min{d,,(x), d,,(x)), i.e., y(E) is the distance 
of x in M. 
From the above it follows that L(&?,) is included in L(M,)nL(M2), that A?, is single 
valued, and that any XEL(&?~) has the same distance in a, and in M. It remains to be 
shown that L(M,)nL(M,) is included in L(@,). For this let us consider accepting 
paths 7~~ in Ml and 7c2 in M, consuming the same word XEC*. Then, we construct an 
accepting path it in fii, consuming x as follows. it inherits the first and second 
components of its states from x1 and x2, respectively. The two other components are 
determined by that path, x1 or n2, from which 7? obtains its distance behavior. Now, the 
only reason for ii not to obtain its distance behavior from x1 is that its third component 
should assume the value n1n2 but cannot. In this case, however, it is obvious from the 
definition of &?, that E can obtain its distance behavior from 7~~. 
Proof of Claim 4.7. “Zf”: Trivial. “Only if”: Assume that M complies with criterion 
(12V). Let the words ul, . . . , us be as in criterion (12V). Then, it is easy to show by double 
induction on the length of u2u4 and the length of u1u3u5 that criterion (12V) holds with 
words having length at most n,n,. 0 
Proof of Claim 4.8. It is easy to furnish a nondeterministic logarithmic-space algorithm 
which tests whether criterion (12V) holds for M with words ul, . . , us having length at 
most nl n2. For each jE (1, . . . ,5}, the algorithm just guesses a word Uj of length at most 
nln2 and paths nl,j in Ml and X2.j in M2 consuming this word, and it further verifies 
that these paths have the properties required for (12V). The details of the algorithm are 
obvious and therefore omitted here. Using standard complexity theory (see, e.g., [2, 
Theorem 2.8]), this algorithm can be transformed into a deterministic one which 
requires polynomial time. 0 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.3. 0 
Appendix 
For the sake of completeness we state and prove here the combination of variants of 
two lemmas from [23], which is fundamental for our proof of Theorem 2.1. 
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Lemma A.1 (see [23, Lemmas 2.9 and 2.101) Let M=(Q, C, y, Q,, QF) be a trim and 
finite-valued distance automaton with n states. Let A be a nonempty subset of Q and 
y a word in C* such that the following holds. For all rEA there is an SEA such that 
(r, y, s)E~~ and for all SEA there is an rEA such that (r, y, s)E~~. Let p’, q’EA. Then, the 
absolute diflerence of the costs of any two paths in M consuming y and leading from p’ to q’ 
is at most 2n3 -2. 
Proof. We may assume that y is not the empty word. Let us consider the real-time 
transducer 6 =(Q, C, (b}, 8, Q,, QF) associated with M in Section 1, i.e., b is a new 
output symbol and s” is the set of all (p, a, bY(P.a.q), q) such that (p, a, q) is a transition of 
M. Let p’, q’EA. Applying [23, Lemma 2.91 to A and A, y, p’, and q’ and transforming 
the outcome into an assertion on M, we obtain states p, qEA and pl, pz, p3, p4gQ and 
integers 11, lZeNO such that the following holds. 
and (q, Y”, ~3)~ (~3, Y, ~41, (~4, ytz, Wk. 
Following a simple variant of the proof of [23, Lemma 2.101 we are going to show by 
induction on the length of x that the following assertion is true (see Fig. 9). 
(#) Let XE:C*, and let rcl, z2, x3 be paths in M consuming x and leading from p1 to pz, 
from p’ to q’, and from p3 to p4, respectively. Then, the absolute difference of the 
costs of x1 and 7~~ is at most n3- 1. 
Since, by (*L (pl, Y, PA (p3, Y, PAL, the lemma immediately follows from 
assertion (#) when setting x:= y. 
Proof of ( # ). If the length of x is less than n3, then (#) is obviously correct. Therefore, 
let us assume that x has length at least n3. Then, there are words y,, Y,EC* and y2~C+ 
and, for each ie[3], paths Zi, 1, Xi, 2, Zi, 3 in M consuming y, , y, , y3, respectively, such 
that, for each ie[3], 71i, 2 is a cycle and the equality xi = xi, 10 Zi, 2 0 Xi, 3 holds (see Fig. 9). 
In particular, x= y,y,y,. Assume that rci, 2 and r~~,~ have different costs. Then, since 
M is trim, assertion (*) and the above would imply that the transducer 3 complies with 
criterion (IVl) of [23] (see Fig. 9). By [23, Lemma 2.41, however, this would mean that 
A and M are infinite valued. Hence, the costs of rr1,2 and z2,2 coincide. With the 
induction hypothesis applied to y,y, it follows that 
Qn3-1. 0 
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